People need protein — zero-rate chicken, MPs told in VAT hearings

LAMEEZ OMARJEE

CHICKEN should be zero-VAT-rated to help combat malnutrition and the stunting of growth from lack of protein, several organisations argued in Parliament yesterday.

Parliament’s Standing Committee on Finance (Scop) heard submissions from the public on the VAT panel’s report. The public had until August 31 to make submissions, which Treasury is now considering.

Various organisations — including labour, civil society and even industry representatives — have asked Parliament to make a call on the inclusion of poultry products on the list, which the VAT panel advised against in its recommendations to Treasury.

The Budget Justice Coalition raised concerns over the lack of protein on the zero-VAT list. Paula Proudblock, representing the coalition, said there is a protein deficiency among the poor and malnutrition has contributed to high stunting and anaemia. Proudblock also suggested that more items be considered, such as peanut butter and soya mince, which is used in school feeding schemes.

Mervyn Abrahams for Pietermaritzburg Economic Justice and Dignity suggested that the extremely high stunting levels are impacting future economic productivity. “We are on a pathway to institutionalise low growth if stunting continues,” he warned.

Although Cosatu supported the products recommended by the panel — which include white bread, sanitary products, school uniforms and nappies — the trade federation also proposed the inclusion of locally produced poultry products.

Fairplay (a non-profit trade movement) submitted that the inclusion of chicken on the zero-VAT list would be in the best interests of the poor, as it will assist in combating malnutrition while providing financial relief in the face of rising poverty levels. “Chicken is a staple of lower-income households, not a luxury,” said Fairplay’s Lionel Adendorf.

He added that having policies in place that support protein intake would be better for productivity and the health status of South Africans.

The South African Poultry Association (Sapa) also pleaded a case to include chicken on the list. Based on Sapa’s research, chicken is among the top 10 items consumed by low-income households, accounting for the greatest (31%) portion in the food basket.

According to Sapa, based on its figures, the loss to the fiscus by including fresh or frozen whole bird products and portions would be between R1.3 billion and R1.9 billion. This is between six percent and eight percent of the additional revenue Treasury expected to collect through the increased VAT rate, explained Dr Ziyanda Majodwana, acting general manager of the Broiler Organisation.

Sapa has also committed to ensuring the VAT savings of chicken’s inclusion on the zero-VAT list will be passed on to consumers and that it will not be accrued to producers. Sapa chair Yunus Carrim said it was much clearer from civil society which items should be included on the list to benefit the poor. He asked Treasury to take the public submissions far more seriously. — Fin24.

Muthambi fall-out sees DJ suspended from air

RADIO station Power 98.7 has “temporarily suspended” the services of J.J. Tabane as host of Power Perspective, the radio station confirmed yesterday.

Tabane was suspended for using the station as a platform to address a personal issue by apologising to acting Government Communication and Information System (GCIS) director-general Phumla Williams for “his own conduct, which he attributed to his then ambition and interests, as well as those of [former communications] minister Faith Muthambi”.

Williams testified at the judicial commission of inquiry into state capture that Muthambi wanted to “steal at all cost” from the GCIS and had rendered the unit dysfunctional, at one point appointing a junior to act as the director-general, bypassing three deputy directors general.

Dr Chris Vick responded to Tabane’s tweet: “But you used to work for Faith Muthambi when she was Communications minister, bro. Didn’t you set up that huge advisory panel for her (the one I resigned from) and write those ridiculous opinion pieces in her name? Weren’t you advising her?”

The station said it asked Tabane to clarify the allegations in Vick’s tweet and the subsequent interview with Vick on the Power Drive on September 4. The station added that it also gave Tabane a chance to explain the allegations raised during the debate around state capture which linked him to alleged improper conduct based on his association with Muthambi. “Mr J.J. Tabane assured the station manager that he had made full disclosure of all material facts...”

“The Power 98.7 views Mr J.J. Tabane’s failure to make the foregoing material disclosures, as well as the utilisation of the programme for personal purposes, in serious light,” it said. Tabane was not available for comment. — News24.